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Background
The OHDSI CDM (Common Data Model) is increasingly becoming the de facto standard for representing EHR (Electronic Health Record) data for research. Two large NIH (National Institutes of Health) sponsored projects the N3C¹ (National COVID Cohort Collaborative) and the All of Us Research Program² have adopted the OHDSI CDM for storing and representing multi-site EHR data. Due to the restrictive nature of these enclaves it has been difficult to adopt OHDSI tooling like ATLAS to work in these environments. The users of these enclaves have not had to the full benefit of tools like the Atlas’s web interface and cohort generation to accelerate the speed and reproducibility of their work. This paper describes a simple manual method for exporting and running OHDSI tooling generated cohorts in the N3C enclave.

Methods
A subset of JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) cohort definitions were imported from the OHDSI Phenotype library and other online sources into a local ATLAS (v2.13). Cohorts were manually exported to the SPARK SQL dialect. The SQL was processed using a Python script with the sqlparse library³. The following changes were made: removing vendor specific SQL statements, lower casing the query, and using the sqlparse library to format the query in a more human readable format.

Using the Code Workbook (Figure 1) feature in the N3C enclave the linked code blocks for defining the cohort were manually generated. Above each translated query is the referenced table used by the query which guides the user to make sure all tables are referenced. Unlike a traditional database, table names are scoped at the cell level and need to be imported. Generated SQL were pasted into the code cell and executed. The transformed cohort definition was run against the entire N3C enclave on 6/15/2023 which included data from 78 sites and a total of 19.6 million individuals and 26 billion rows⁴.

Results
A cohort definition for COVID inpatients was translated into a code workbook in the N3C enclave⁵. No structural changes were made to the SQL and it was executed against the entire N3C population. The cohort definition included evaluation of COVID test positivity and this required querying the measurement table (12.6 billion rows). Total time to create workbook was 30 minutes and query execution time was 36 minutes.

Figure 1. Translation of an exported JSON cohort from ATLAS into a Code Workbook in the N3C enclave environment.
Conclusion

The goal of this work was to determine the feasibility of translating cohort definitions into a format that can be run in the N3C secure enclave. The user did not need to directly translate the SQL or understand the generated code. This should allow non-technical users to develop clinically meaningful cohorts in Atlas and then export them to a format that a programmer can work with. This work builds on recent support for the SPARK SQL dialect by the OHDSI community. While the process here is manual it should be possible in the future to use a JSON intermediary format to accelerate the code translation.
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